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The Company Drives Salesforce Data Protection +
Reuse in Unified Data Lake
Profile

Challenges

The organization has raised the bar in everything from product excellence to customer support, which may be
why the Fortune 50 company is one of the largest and most successful in the world. They're also one of the
biggest users of Salesforce, with tens of thousands of employees relying on it to conduct business.

The amount of data this company generates and updates in the Saas app is massive: more than 64M cases and
18M contacts, totaling about 2T8 of da ta . And because that information is so critical, backing it up is also
impera tive. However, Sa lesforce, like many Sa a s vendors, doesn't fully back up its customers' data, so customers
must do it themselves.

Company

Industry

Deployment

Global Computer Tech Company

Technology

Virtual Appliance - Custom

Challenge

Solution

Result

Capturing high-fidelity Salesforce
data for data protection in their data
lake and making it quickly and reliably
available for business teams to reuse.

GRAX provided an all-in-one solution
for Salesforce app data backup,
recovery, archive, and reuse in the
company's own data lake.

They turned robust backup data into a
direct business facilitator while
minimizing the load on Salesforce and
eliminating the need for API access
into the app.

They wanted a solution that could easily capture, restore, and archive its Salesforce da ta . And that wasn't all.
They also needed an efficient, reliable way to reuse the backed-up data - data that's a treasure trove of
information about what's happening in their business.

The company's employees reuse Salesforce data for analytics, fulfillment, support, and other purposes. About
50-60% of their use cases, like work order management and case management, require that data in near real
time. This hasn't been easy to deliver.
According to the compa ny, they have a lot of people consuming Salesforce data directly via APls. When searching
50-60 million records to get 100 records back, however, queries often time out. Plus, since they have to go

through multiple hops to find, retrieve, backup the data and more, system performance takes a hit as does the
overall experience of their internal data consumers.
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